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Our world is under siege.
You are among the few who can turn the tide.
You have passed through death and returned
stronger than before. You are a Phoenix, and
you are our last and only hope.
Long ago, a legion of champions rose up to combat the chaos and strife of a troubled
world. These were the first Phoenixes – heroes who returned from death imbued with
supernatural power. Through conquest and charisma, these champions united scattered
tribes, fierce reavers and warring city-states into the prosperous Empire we live in today.
The Empire brought law and security to all, putting an end to the practice of dangerous
magics and to other threats of the past. This should have been a utopia, but the rule of the
Phoenixes lay heavy on the land. Their accomplishments were great, but in their zeal the
Phoenixes held too tightly to their vision of universal order. Mortals began to resent their
Phoenix rulers. Armed conflicts escalated into a bloody civil war. Though the Phoenixes
were never defeated, the Emperor chose to lay down his crown to preserve innocent
lives. The Phoenixes retreated to the volcanic island of Pyre, and there they established
Dawn Command to protect and serve the Empire they had once ruled. Over time their
numbers dwindled, and no new heroes returned from death to replenish their ranks; this
golden age needed no champions. Over the course of centuries, the Phoenixes became
legends, stories told to inspire courage in children. And then that golden age came to a
sudden and terrible end.
The Dread began three years ago with the rise of the Bone legions in the south. Since
then it has spread across the known world, a waking nightmare that takes hundreds of
horrible forms. Ghosts howl in the night. Skinchangers and werewolves stalk the wilds.
Soldiers return from the grave to slaughter the living. Entire cities have fallen to a Chant
that turns all who hear it into mindless killers. We don’t know why this is happening. We
don’t know how to stop it. We don’t even know if the many horrors of the Dread are in
some way united, or if the balance of nature itself is breaking down. All that we know
with certainty is that the Empire is at war and we are losing. At least a third of the Empire
has been lost to the Dread, and each day brings new horrors. In this dark time we have
one hope: the Phoenixes are returning. We are rebuilding Dawn Command. We are still
few in number, but we can overcome challenges no mortal can face. It is in our power to
uncover the source and nature of the Dread and – we hope – to defeat it.
You are a newborn Phoenix. Whoever you were in your first life, you have overcome the
challenges of the Crucible and returned to the Daylit World. You have proven yourself a
worthy champion and been given the powers you need to face the Dread and triumph.
Go forth. Complete your mission, discover what you can of the enemy, and do not value
too highly your own survival. Die well and you will return stronger than before. Just be
certain that you make each death – and each life – count.

YOUR FIRST LIFE IS YOUR OWN. THE REST BELONG TO THE EMPIRE.

WHAT’S A PHOENIX?
No one is born a Phoenix. If you’re reading this, you’ve already died at least once. After
your first death, your spirit was drawn to the Crucible and you were given a chance
to earn a second life. The Crucible is a spiritual ordeal, and you may have been there
for weeks, years, or even centuries. In that time you mastered both mundane skills
and supernatural powers, and finally you were reborn in the Grand Aerie of Dawn
Command. In the Crucible you proved you were ready to face the Dread: now you’ll
have that chance.
We don’t fully understand this process. We don’t know exactly why you were chosen.
We know that each Phoenix is tied to a mystical power known as a Flame, and that each
Phoenix has a mentor in the Crucible – a Phoenix of your School, who was previously
attached to your Flame. Beyond this, all we know is that your Flame wouldn’t have
chosen you and given you this chance if your weren’t willing to fight to defend the people
of the Empire. Sometimes people ask how Dawn Command can force the Phoenixes to
do what they wish. We can’t – and we don’t have to. Only you know your personal story
and why you are willing to serve. We simply know that you wouldn’t have been given
this chance if you weren’t willing to place the safety of innocents ahead of your own.
As a Phoenix you are stronger and faster than you were in mortal life. You don’t need to
eat, drink or sleep, though you can do any of these things if you wish to. You are immune
to most mundane poisons and disease. You possess a pool of Sparks, mystical energy
that you can use to temporarily boost your attributes or to produce supernatural effects.
You can be killed, but you can suffer a tremendous amount of punishment before you fall.
If you survive your wounds, you will regain some of your health and Sparks each morning
at dawn. And when you die you’ll return to the Crucible and face new trials; if you can
overcome these you’ll be reborn again, stronger than before.
Your Rank is the number of times you have died and been reborn. As your Rank
increases, your powers grow. However, there are limits to how much power a physical
frame can contain. You can only return seven times. You have seven chances to make a
difference in the world. Don’t waste them!
As a Phoenix, you may look exactly as you did in your first life. However, you may find
that your appearance has changed. Age, gender, Skin, hair, height, weight: any of
these things can change when you’re reborn. Because your physical power comes from
your Flame, your appearance is largely cosmetic. A Phoenix who’s lived through three
centuries may look like a child… and that child could have the strength to tear you apart.
Your appearance is a reflection of you: how do you see yourself?
As a Phoenix, physical possessions aren’t much of a concern. As a Phoenix you have
a unique Uniform - a basic set of clothes, armor and critical tools of your trade. Some
Phoenixes wear armor. If you don’t, it may be because you use your speed to avoid
attacks or your flesh might be just as tough as armor. You also have a Talon, a unique tool
or weapon that you earned in the Crucible. Your Talon and your Uniform will return with
you when you are reborn, and if they are damaged or lost they will be restored to you at
dawn.

YOUR WING AND YOUR SCHOOL
As a Phoenix you are fighting to save our world. If you fail, our civilization will be
destroyed. The Dread is everywhere, and there is no fleeing from this battle… and you
cannot defeat the Dread on your own. Luckily, you’re not alone. You’re part of a Wing,
a unit of up to six Phoenixes. Each member of your Wing has skills and powers you will
need to succeed, and you share a supernatural bond that can help you in many ways.
Trust your Wingmates. Learn to work together. Your survival and the fate of our world
depend on it.
Each member of your Wing comes from a different School. Your School determines the
powers and training that you possess and the role you play within the Wing. Your School
is drawn from your first death: why you died and the lessons you learned from it. Each
time you die you will learn a lesson from the School associated with your most recent
death, but your original School will always define you. The six Schools are listed below.
Devoted died for others. Devoted Phoenixes are healers and mediators with the
ability to strengthen their allies and their Wings.
Durants died because they weren’t tough enough. Military leaders and athletes,
Durant Phoenixes specialize in defending their allies; they are the hardest
Phoenixes to kill.
Elementals died for duty. They can channel destructive forces of fire and storm, and
can burn their own life force to power their deadly attacks.
Forcefuls died because they weren’t fast enough. Unmatched scouts and martial
artists, Forceful Phoenixes strike with blinding speed and precision.
Shrouded died because of secrets. Sages and spies, the Shrouded excel both at
striking from the shadows and uncovering hidden things.
Bitters died as failures. These fearsome warriors turn injuries into strength, and are
at their best when close to death.
You possess training in certain skills – your Skill Specialties – based on your School. These
may have been talents you possessed in your first life, but it’s likely that many of them are
skills that you acquired during your trials in the Crucible and your time with your Mentor.
Almost all Durants are masters of military strategy, but it’s quite possible you knew nothing
of war until you died.
It may be that the Specialties assigned to your School don’t fit your vision of yourself.
Most Forceful Phoenixes are scouts and are familiar with Nature and wilderness survival.
But perhaps you were an orphan who spent your entire life in the Imperial Capitol, and
it makes more sense for you to know the streets than the wilds. If you’d like, you can
exchange one of the Specialties tied to your School for something new. Discuss this with
your Marshal; they will help you select a new Specialty.

WHO ARE YOU?
PHOENIX NAME:
SCHOOL:
RANK:
TRAITS:
LESSONS:
Who were you in your first life? How and why did you die, and how is this
reflected by your School?

To become a Phoenix, you must overcome significant spiritual trials. You can’t
fight your way back from death unless you have something to live for… and everyone knows that life as a Phoenix is one of service to the Empire and constant
strife. Why did you come back?

Your Wingmates are from different times and different lands. Nonetheless,
You’ve formed an attachment to…

What is the person, place or thing that is most important to you?

What is your greatest fear?

Your Uniform is the basic clothing, armor and equipment that returns with you
every time you are reborn. What’s the most distinctive element of your Uniform?

Your Talon is a unique weapon or tool that you earned in the Crucible. It returns
with you when you’re reborn, and will grow in power along with you. A Talon
can be any sort of weapon or object, though it always incorporates the Dawn
Command symbol in some way. What is your Talon?

TAKING ACTIONS
Any time you want to perform a difficult action, you will play one or more Action cards.
This is called making a spread, and the combined value of the cards in the spread will
determine if your action succeeds or fails. There are three different types of spreads. If
you are trying to hurt someone, that’s an Attack Spread; if you are trying to avoid being
hurt, that’s a Defense Spread. Anything else is a Skill spread. All three types of spreads
impose limits on the number of cards you can play in the spread and which suits you can
use. You can ignore both of these restrictions when you use a Trait in a spread, provided
that you can explain how the Trait applies to the action you’re taking.

ATTACK SPREADS
When you make an Attack Spread, start by describing the action you want to take. Your
Combat Style tells you how many cards you can play and which suits can you use. Play
your cards and add up the total, then look at the Challenge you are facing. Subtract the
Defense of the target from the value of your Attack spread; the remainder is the damage
you inflict. You may remove Health Level tokens from the target with a total combined
value equal to or less than the damage you inflict.

DEFENSE SPREADS
When you are attacked, the Marshal will tell you the value of the attack. Your Combat
Style tells you how many cards you can play and which suits can you use in your Defense
spread. Play your cards and add up the total; if it’s is equal to or greater than that
value, you avoid the attack completely. Otherwise, you will take damage based on the
difference between the two spreads and the power of your enemy.
Don’t be too quick to use all your cards for defense! Any card you play in a Defense
spread is a card you can’t use in an Attack spread on your next turn. You can endure a
surprising amount of damage and death makes you stronger. Sometimes it’s better for
your mission to take a few Wounds and save your cards for your next action.

SKILL SPREADS
When you make a Skill Spread, start by describing the action you want to take. If you
want to get to the other side of a door, are you going to try to force the door open with
brute strength? Use your cunning to pick the lock? Charm a guard to let you through? You
can play three cards in a Skill spread, and your Marshal will tell you which suits you’re
allowed to use. Your Skill Specialty Lesson is also important. If one or more of your Skill
Specialties apply to the action you want to take, add five to the value of your Spread. The
total value of the spread shows how successful you are at your action:
0-4: Always Failure

15-19: Exceptional

5-9: Marginal Skill

20-29: Superhuman

10-14: Competent

30+: Legendary

While a higher number is always better than a lower one, reaching a new tier of success
- going from 19 to 20 - gives an exponential benefit. Always look for ways to push things
up to the next tier.

TURN ORDER
1. Choose a Combat Style.
2. Make Spreads. You may continue until you run out of cards or until you have
no further actions to take.
3. Discard and Draw. Discard 1 card and draw until you have five cards in
hand.
4. Pass the Torch. Pass the Torch to a player who has not taken a turn in this
cycle. A cycle is made up of one turn for each Phoenix in the Wing.

SKILL SPREAD TIERS OF SUCCESS
0-4: Always Failure
5-9: Marginal Skill
10-14: Competent
15-19: Exceptional
20-29: Superhuman
30+: Legendary

WAYS TO IMPROVE A SPREAD
Sparks. You can improve an Attack spread or Skill spread by burning Sparks; each Spark
adds +1 to the Spread.
Specialties. You receive a +5 bonus to a Skill spread (and ONLY a Skill Spread) if one or
more of your Specialties apply to the action you’re attempting to perform.
Traits. You can add a Trait to any spread regardless of suit or card limits if you can
explain how the Trait applies to the situation. In a Skill spread, the GM may increase the
value of an especially appropriate Trait to 5.
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